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Docket No. 50-305

Wisconsin Public Service
Corporation

ATTN Mr. E. W. James
Senior Vice President

0 Power Generation and
Engineering

Post Office Box 1200
Credi Bay, WI 54305

Centlemen:

This refers to the telephone conversation-between you and Mr. Caston Fiore111
of this of fice on May 10, 1978, regarding arranganente for a meeting between
the President of Wisconsin Public Service Corporation, yourself, and manage--
nent representativee of this office. This meeting is scheduled _for
1:00 p.m. , ThurAv, May 18, 1978, in your corporate offices in Creen Bay,
Wisconsin.

The primary topic of discussion during this meeting vill be the circum-
stances and personnel exposure related to a licensee employee entering a
high radiation area in nonconpliance with established controls and pro-
cadures.

Sinceraly.

I
4

A. B. Davis, Chief

{ 930621 Fuel Facility and Materials32

WILLIAM 92-510 PDR Safety Branch

cc: Mr. C. Luoma, Plant
Superintendent

,
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l' 's NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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\ , , , , , #,f
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, F 2GION llio,,

799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 -

NEWS ANNOUNCEMENT: 78-68 |

Contact: Jan Strasma
312/858-2660

NRC STAFF PROPOSES $10,000 FINE AGAINST WISCONSIN
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY'S KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR STATION

'.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement
has pronosed a $10,000 fine against Wisconsin Public Service Corporation for
alldged''f allure to comply with NRC requirements for personnel radiation
prottetion at its Kewaunee Nuclear Power Station at Kewaunee, Wisconsin.

The alleged items of noncompliance occurred May 2, 1978, when a plant
supervisor briefly entered a high radiation area beneath the reactor. The
p1rP was shut down for refueling, and the supervisor was searching for

f the wurce_of a water leak from the refueling area into the reactor
r containm g . -

-.

r hadiation levels near the entrance to the aree beneath the reactor had
been ....asured to be 30 to 70 roentgens per hour, but measurements made after
the .,,a visor's entry showed radiation levela as high as 2,000 roentgens
per or in greas where he had been.

't rkn);en is a standard measure to radiation. Exposure to one roentgen
of 1 liation produces one rem of radiation exposure.)

The NRC investigation. determined the supervisor was in the high radiation
f arc _ less than 30 seconds. His expoliFure was calculated by the NRC and the

company to be 2.9 rems, which is less than the NRC limit of 3 rems per quarter.
Because of the licensee's apparent failure to follow applicable radiation

_,

protection procedures and the actual high radiation levels beneath the |

reactor, there was a potential for a serious radiation exposure to the )
supervisor, according to the NRC. .J %

The company was cited for three alleged items on oncompliance identified !
during an NRC inspection evaluation the incident:

1. Failure to make required radiation surveys before the supervisor
entered the high radiation area;

2. Failure to follow procedures governing review and approval of work
in high radiation areas; and

3. Failure to equip the supervisor with a radiation monitoring device
before he entered the high radiation area.

The proposed fine includes $4,000 for the first item and $3,000 each for
the second and third items. |

The company has 20 days to pay the fine or to protest it. If the company |
protests the fine and it is later imposed, the company may request a hearing. I

1

1

000 |
|

July 24, 1978
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!!r. Ernest Volgenau, Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement hU. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Wash ingt on, D. C. 20555

adg
Dear Sir:

'

Wisconsin 5'oblic Service Corporation
S0-305

(Kewaunee Nuclear Plant) Docket No.
duly _19, 1978 Not ice of Violation __

to the recptirements ofThis writ ten explanation is provid,ed pursuant
10 CFR j! 2.201 in response to your letter of July 19,1978 (apparently

1978) which transmitted a Not ice of Violation.erroneously dated June 19, the Kewauneeand imposition of Civil Penalties related to an event at
Nuclear Power Plant on May 2, 1978.

As to item 1, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (hereinaf ter "WPSC")As to Item 2, WPSC also denies the
denies the allegation of the violation.to Item 3, WPSC admits an infraction subjectAs
allegation of an infraction.forth below (See also the attached Answer to Notice.).to the explanation set

The f ollowing is WPSC's description and evaluation of the May 2,1978, event.
On the morning of May 2,1978, the filling operation of the refueling pool

interrupted with a water level of approximately 8" above the reactorAn operator was dispatched to inspectwas
vessel flange to perform an inspection.
for leaks. That inspection indicated significant Icakage about either the
reactor vessel--ref ueling pool seal or the sand plug covers over the reactor
vessel nozzles.

When this information was supplied to the Shift Supervisor, he decided to
area so as to be able to evaluate the nature and extententer the containment The

of the problem and to determine what corrective measures were indicated.
,|Supervisor, in concutrence with the Night Refueling Coordinator,Shift

determined the most direct way to evaluate the leakage source and the extent
of leakage, which appeared large, was to enter the react.or vessel cavity. f

1

CERTIFIED MAIL 1

|
RETURN RECE1PT REQUESTED ,

e-.

l. u 1 1 1978
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Mr. Ernest Volgenau
August 10, 1978
Page 2

In accordance with established and approved procedures, the senior Health
Physics "Il P") man on site was contacted to determine what measures were

.

necessary for the proposed entry. A contracted HP technician was dispatched
by the llealth Physics Group to the area to perform a survey with a high
range radiation monitor and a respirator to use during the entry. By
dispatching an HP technician to the area with a' respirator and a high range
monitor, the senior HP man performed actions which indicated to the contract
llP man working for him, to the Shif t Supervisor and to the Night Refueling
Coordinator that entry was appropriate provided the radiation 1cvels
determined in the survey by the llP technician were not beyond reasonable
Ifmits. ~ '

-

'

..

The HP technician performed a survey which indicated radiation levels in the
50-70 R/hr, range. Those readings c.orresponded to the Health Physics
Department posted radiation field strength for the area of 70 R/hr.

Subsequent evaluation disclosed that the results of the survey were inaccurate.
Thus, the Shift Supe'rvisor was given erroneous information upon which to base
his entry decision. The survey inac, curacy apparently resulted from incomplete
performance of the survey by the llP technician in light of the large radiation

,

field variations. Although NRC has surmised that the survey may have been
affected by intimidation of the technician by the Shift: Supervisor, WPSC' review '

of the incident indicates that the contracted HP technician did not know, until
after the completion of the entry, that the person who proposed and made the
entry was the Shift Supervisor.

Based upon the field strength disclosed by the survey, entry time limits were .
discussed. At that time a final decision to perform the entry was made. The
survey information showing radiation levels insuf ficiently high to preclude
entry was employed in that evaluation.

At that point it was the responsibility of the HP group to assure that a
radiation monitoring device appropriate to the expected radiation field and

'

level of exposure was provided to and worn by the person making the entry.
As a result of oversight by all personnel involved, the only devices worn
were t he O to 200 mR range dosimeter (which was of f scale following exit) and
the TLD (which subsequent analysis found to indicate an exposure of 2.8 rem).
Subsequent evaluation of the field strength and the circumstances of the entry
provided the conclusion that the Shift Supervisor had a peak exposure to the
head of 2.9 rem. See Report No. 50-305/78-07, pages 7-9.

,

It should be noted that under the procedures established by RC-HP-35 no
Radiation Work Permit ("RUP") was required. The entry at issue involved an
emergency situation and was of very short duration. In accordance with the
alternative procedure available under RC-HP-35 an experienced llP person, kept '

in constant attendance, was cubatituted for the RWP requirement. This
decision f acilitated prompt and expeditious response to a pot entially
dangerous leak situation while providing the measure of safety candated by
radiation protection procedures.

,

y - . m. m
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Mr. Ernest Volgenau
August 10, 1978
Page 3

The precaut. ions decided upon included the decision to ::ake the entry very
brief. This resulted in minimization of exposure risk and an actual exposure
below regulatory limits.

Following the Shift Supervisor's exit from the cavity, the personal dosimeter
of fscale reading was identified, an invest igation commenced, and NRC was
subsequently notified of the event.

The following corrective steps have been and will be taken with regard to the
above event;;

D ring the plant safety meet ing held on June 21, 1978, the reactor
vessel cavity ent.ry incident was discussed with the itembers of the
plan t?, s t a f f . Incl uded in that review and discussion was the identifi-
cation of the requirement to carry a properly ranged dosimeter into
high radiat ion areas and other monitoring devices as appropriate. All

personnel who are granted unescorted access to radiation areas receive
an annual ref resher course in health physics. During that refresher
course, the responsibilities of each individual to be aware of proper
dosimetry and monit oring will be reviewed. The review of the incident
with the members of the plant staf f which has been completed and the
yearly ref resher t raining will provide meaningf ul assurance that
personnel have been adequately t rained to avoid such mistakes in the
future.

Additionally, as a directive from Corporate Management, the Health
Physics Group has been directed to split the day and night responsibility
between the two most senior personnel available within that group. The
Health Physics Department has also been ordered to review the entire
plant for areas similar to the reactor cavity in teres of radiation
ha zard s and assure that the posting of those areas clearly indicates the
hazard potential o f each area. The specific responsibilities of the
Heal th Physics Group have been delineated such that there will be no
misinterpretation of which organization provides assurance with the
requirer.cnt s of the liealth Physics Program. Direction has been provided
to assure that each proposed entry is fully evaluated such that there
can he no misunderst anding as to the extent of the evaluation necessary
by the sarlous organizations. A formal inspection board has been
established to assure that future investigations of significant incidents
are carried out in an organized, complete and independent manner and ,

communication with the NRC inspectors performing a parallel investigation |

is formally established.

In addition to the foregoing description and evaluation of the May 2,1978,
event and the corrective program undertaken, UPSC wishes to comment on
certain assertions and implications evident in NRC reports and correspondence
concerning this event. WPSC is particularly concerned with NRC identification
of the problem as displaying management weakness. NRC has also indicated the
beliaf that more controls were necessary.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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' Mr. Ernest Volgenau-
Angiist 10, 1978
Page 4.

In view c>f the fact that our review and evaluation indicate that a personnel
error by a contracted llP technician responsible for the incomplete' survey
was the cause of the event, we are at a loss to recognize how additional
cont rols, which still depend upon avoidance of similar personnel errors as4

the only means to assure tha't reoccurrence will be avoided, provide any.
additional iaeasure of safety. Associated with increased control is the
danger of hampering emergency operations and creating unsafe conditions.

An isolated personnel failure to perform a task accurately, due at least in
.part to radiation field variation, cannot fairly be characterized as manage-'
ment wealinyss. Supervisory personnel must be entitled to rely on the validity
.of survey results reported to them. Evaluation of decisions must be made

_

in light of the facts known to the decision maker at the time of the decision.
*

. ?,

Finally, with regard to certain statements,' in the letter accompanying the
notices, it should be again noted that no overexposure occurred and no
violations have been shown.

,

In conclusion, it is the position of WPSC as to Items 1 and 2 no violation
or infraction has been shgwn. As to Item 3, significant corrective action--

has been undertaken and WPSC does not feel that.any civil penalty is
appropriate for Item 3 under applicable NRC guidelines.

Sincerely,

,

C - .

'b W A.) U
. 7> .

P. 1. iemer ''

Pre dent.

snf

Enc.

'
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR I ECULATORY COFJilSSION
............ ..................-........

)Nisconsin Public Service Corporation
)
) AHLUER TO NOTICE OF

(Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant) ) OF VIOLATION AND
) PROPOSED IMPOSITION
) CF CIVIL PENALTIES
)
) Docket No. 50 305
)

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.205 and in answer to the Notice

of Violation, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (herewith "WPSC"),

by its undersigned attorneys admits, denies and' states as followc:

1. It is alleged that UPSC failed to make a survey required

to ar.sure compliance with 10 C.F.R. 5 20.101, Section 20.101(b)(1)

provides> "During any calendar quarter the dose to the whole body

frota radicagtive material and other sources of radiation in the

licensee's possession shall not exceed 3 rems. At no time during
"

,
.

the event in question'was this limit exceeded. As acknowledged by

UPSC and URC exposure to the individual was about 2.90 rem. (See
*

I E Inspection Report No. 50-305/78-07, page 9.)

The statement that there was a failure to survey is simply
factually inaccurate. Prior to making his entry to the reactor vessel

cavity, the shift supervisor requested from Health Physics personnel

clarification of the safety requirements for such an entry. As a

. result of that request, a survey of the area (as required by the

applicable reguletions) war in fact performed. This survey failed

accurately to disclose the actual radiation field present, apparently

&h~.

.- - - . . . . - . . . .
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because of incomplete performance of the survey by the health physJes;
7

technician. Nonetheless, in reaction to the survey, an evaluation

of radiation exposure was made by the persons responsible prior to4

'

entry. As a result of this evaluation, a decision to make the entry
- )

-

k very brief in order to minimize exposure was made. This decision
1

: allowed and resulted in full compliance with the regulations of Part ;
>

The inaccuracy of the survey resulted from an isolated=
,

i'
failure by health physics personnel, All appropriate procedures

i
s' were followed in requesting the survey and evaluating its results.

1 No improper management decisions were involved. No violation of Part -

} 20 regulations resulted and thus no civil penalty is warranted.
+
'

2. The second alleged item of non-compliance relates to
i

E a failure to secure a Radiation Uork Permit ("RWP") as allegedly

required by Procedure RC-IIP-35 Revision B, dated April 15, 1976 in

I'- conformance with Technical Specification 6.11. It is'' agreed that no

| RWP was obtained prior to the event in question. However, complete

examination of the radiation protection program and the established

!- rcquirements of RC-H:-35 discloses that alternative applicable

procedures are available and were followed. Thus, no infraction

i.
i occurred..'

'

.

Procedure RC-HP.35 includes the following provisions:
i.

. 3
. " NOTE: During jobs of very short duration.

~

l'
| emergencies, or.where quick action is
,

necessary, a continuous escort by

experienced Health Physics personnel

j. may be substituted for the RWP."
1-
!

!

" NOTE: During' jobs of very short duration,;

!
'

emergencies or where quick action is

[ necessary or at the discretion of
,

!
!

2

e
$
.|

i
f

. 4 - _ ._. a m . . , . . . . . _ _ . . - _ - . . , . - . . . . . _ . - _ . _ . . - - , . - . - , _ . - . . _ _ . _ _ . . , _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . .. , ~ . . v..-.
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Health Physics' Supervisor;or the
;

-designated alternate a continuous escort
;

by experienced Health Physics personnel
4

may be substituted for the RWP,"

,

. The purpose of permitting alternative procedurcs under
,

tho' circumstances noted is to allow expeditious handling of
s

,

emergency situations or short term activities where the requirement

of documented approvals would be counter productive. When senior

members of plant staff determine that immediate action is necessary

to assure plant safety, reduce total radiation exposure to plant r

personnel, or expedite repairs, the procedures thus permit quicker '

reaction while the presence of the Health Physics personnel provides

the measure of safety ordinarily provided by the RWP
i4

The event in question undeniably involved an emergency-

t
r

:,

situation and a job of very short duration. During the event a
V

contract Health Physics technician was in attendance at the point of
f

entry. That technician was in attendance during the whole period of

entry and attempted to monitor the entry path during the event as -

allowed by the procedure. Therefore, the conditions of the alter-

native procedure were satisfied and no violation or disregard for
,

procedures existed.

*

The infracticn alleged thus did not occur and no civil

penalty is werranted.

3. The third alleged item of non-compliance involves an .

-

employee who entered a high radiation area without wearing.the pre-

scribed radiation monitoring device. UPSC admits certain personnci '

2

failures in this regard. However, significant corrective steps have

.

;

-3-

,
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been tnken which. assure that further instances.:o'f n'on~ compliance
~

i

.will not occur. The non-compliance was.the result of ' oversight by

all personnel involved. Steps have been taken to assure compliance

with'the appropriate procedures. In addition, no safety threat or I
-

actual damages was involved in the absence of a proper dosimeter. It.

should also be noted that-the exposure would not have been mitigated
'

:by the. presence of proper dosimetry.

Because of the isolated nature of this event, because no-

safety threat or actual danger was created by the event..and

because corrective steps have already been taken with regard'to the

e ve rit , UPSC believes that, under NRC criteria for imposing. civil
-

,

,

penaltics, no civil penalty should be imposed by reason of Item 3.
,

~

STEVEN E. KEANE
DAVID Ai BAKER

,

'
By . e ,%
Attorneys for Wisconsin Public'

,

Service Corporation

>

0F COT SEL:
;

FOLEY & LARDNER
-777 East Visconsin Avenuo .

Hilwaukee, Wisconsin $3202
,

(414) 271-2400
.
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